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DECEMBER 2, 2020

HOW CAN LOCALISATION HELP ENTERPRISES
TAP INTO THE INDIAN MARKET?

How can businesses generate signiﬁcant market share in India? Can the
lack of accessible content disrupt growth? What measures can help
companies to consolidate and develop a substantial foothold in an
extremely competitive landscape?

Globalisation has profoundly impacted and revolutionised the contemporary business
landscape. In the current climate, approaching a community relies not just on
translation but also on understanding the culture.
Incorporating localisation in strategic planning can be pivotal and plays a crucial role
in helping brands connect with the community to penetrate an economy. Statistics
hint at a spike in regional content consumption in India. Whether it is to
purchase a product, acquire information, entertainment, awareness, or keeping in
touch with the world, the modern community expects culturally relevant content
rather than a mere translation to their native language.
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What is Localisation ?
Localisation is an out-and-out process which addresses the cultural components
and linguistic concerns, when adapting a product or service to another country or
region. Localisation offers a strong proposition in cultivating synergy between the
service or product and a local community. It could be as tiny as "Localization"
in American

English

to

"Localisation"

in

British,

or

as

big

as

Coca-

Cola's advertisements' adaption to India's Hindi native speakers.

Wouldn't you be confused if the conveyed
information was not relevant to you? As an
audience, would your information consumption
be higher if the story resonated with you at a
cultural, linguistic, and regional level?

Providing users with valuable information in their native language creates a positive
impact on the audience. Localisation enables public and private organisations to
understand local demographics and increase engagement with the regional
audience. It is essential to point out that merely translating information and
campaigns can also limit market penetration, and one must understand the
culture of the target audience. The modern consumer base expects information in
their native language and is more likely to engage with culturally relevant
information provided in their native language.
Some of the core segments where localisation has proven its inﬂuence are :
Marketing Campaigns

Products & Services

Awareness Campaigns

Administration

Branding and Labelling

Customer Care Services

Media & Entertainment

E-books

OTT & Education Content

International Search Engine Optimisation

User

Interface

and

Online
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According to KPMG reports, growth in Indian language users on the Internet has
fostered transformation and witnessed a rise in user-friendly content adaptations
online and ofﬂine. Reports have also suggested localised content in India could
bring in twice the results compared to English content. With India's projected
population growth, digital penetration, rising disposable income, and internet
users' spike, localised content scarcity can alienate a substantial audience. Entering
the Indian market with just Hindi and English will not be sufﬁcient. Localising
content to eight Indian languages instead of English and Hindi can almost double
the content accessibility.
Let's take France's example, where the content is localised to engage the audience
by providing culturally relevant content in the French language. Why not in India,
especially with a massive population, consumer base, projected growth of native
language internet users, and digital penetration.
In order to understand the true potential of content localisation in India, it is crucial
to understand their impact globally and the language diversity across the land.

Impact of Indian languages globally
How dominant are Indian languages globally? What are the most
spoken languages worldwide?
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The 23rd edition of Ethnologue reveals the 200 languages most prominent
globally and accounts for 88% of the world population (utilising them as their
native tongue or second language). The dominance of Indian languages in the
world's most spoken languages section shows how big of a consumer base it
represents:
Hindi, with 637 million speakers worldwide, is the 3rd most spoken language worldwide.
Bengali (265 million speakers) is the 7th most spoken language worldwide.

Let us consider the top 20 languages spoken worldwide. Five more languages,
namely Urdu (171m), Marathi (95m), Telugu (93m), Tamil (84m), Punjabi (83m),
make the cut. That makes 7 Indian languages in the top 20 most spoken
languages spoken worldwide, illustrating the dominance of Indian languages
on a global scale.

India's linguistic and cultural diversity

India is the second most populated country worldwide and exhibits a strong
presence in the business panorama. With more than 19,500 languages spoken as
mother tongues or dialects, a well-known adage sums up India's linguistic
heterogeneity: The language spoken in India changes every few kilometres, just
like the taste of the water.

"Kos-kos par badle paani, chaar kos par baani"

The 2011 Census states there are 121 languages and 270 mother tongues spoken
across India. The 121 languages which are spoken by 10,000 people or more
constitute over 1.22 billion of the Indian population and segregate into two
segments:
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22 ofﬁcial languages listed in The Eighth Schedule to India's Constitution make up 96.37% of the
total Indian population's mother tongue.

99 languages plus the category "total of other languages" (includes all other languages and
mother tongues that returned less than 10,000 speakers each at the all-India level or were not
identiﬁable based on the linguistic information available) account for the remaining 3.29%.
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Diffusion into the Indian market
The statistics indicate that although 57% of the Indian population speak Hindi, only
43.63% speak it as their primary language. English is another language used for
ofﬁcial

purposes

such

as

parliamentary

proceedings,

judiciary,

and

communications between the Central Government and the State Government, but
is spoken ﬂuently by barely 11% of the Indian demographic.
Based on a study done by KPMG and Google, currently nine out of every
ten internet users in India is an Indian language user. Furthermore, the Indian
language internet user base estimates growth at a CAGR of 18%, reaching 536
million by 2021, compared to a CAGR of 3% for English language internet users.
Currently, 68% of Indian internet users feel that Indian language content is more
reliable than English, and 60% of internet users claim that limited Indian language
content acts as a primary obstruction in the adoption of online services. The KPMG
report also suggested that 88% of internet users respond proactively to Indian
language advertising rather than English. The rise of digital advertising in Indian
languages is projected to be between 5-35% by 2021, turning India into a big
prospect for SMEs and big enterprises.
The image below states some of the statistics gathered by KPMG and published
in the April 2017 report

234 million Indian
language internet users
compared to 175 million
English internet users

60% of Indian language

9 out of every 10 new

internet users stated

internet users in India

limited language support

over the next 5 years are

and content to be the

likely to be Indian

largest barrier to adopting

language users

online services
68% of the Indian
population feels content in
Indian languages is more
reliable than English

Source: KPMG 2017 Report
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It is also interesting to note that apart from digital content platforms, government
services are also witnessing rapid growth in the Indian language user base. The
demand and potential have forced businesses and the Government to address the
scarcity of Indian language content online and embrace the transformation. For
instance, Microsoft Windows 10 is available in over a dozen Indian languages, and
their "Project Bhasha" aims to enable a larger share of the population to use their
products. According to July 2017 to July 2018 study done by the National
Statistical Ofﬁce (NSO), India's average literacy rate is 77.7%. Literacy is a crucial
driving factor in understanding how and what content needs to be localised.
Some consumers prefer to take in information by listening if they can't read or
write. Therefore, regardless of increasing Internet and mobile penetration in the
country, localising advertisements, television shows, movies, news, billboards,
product labels, pharmaceuticals, etc., are just as important

FIRST LANGUAGE*
Hindi

Hindi : 12 states / UTs

Bengali

Bengali : 6 states / UTs

Gujarati

Gujarati : 2 states / UTs

Kashmiri
Punjabi
Telegu
Marathi
Odia
Konkani
Malyalam
Kannada
Tamil
Nepali
Assamese
Nagamese
Manipuri

*Of 22 languages in 8th schedule of the Constitution (Source: Census 2011)
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Research hints entering the Indian market with eight languages, namely Hindi,
Bengali, Marathi, Telugu, Tamil, Gujarati, Urdu, and Kannada, can enable
businesses to target over 80% of the Indian population compared to reaching
merely over 43% of the people with only Hindi. Approaching a potent and
opportunity-ﬁlled domestic market with just two languages, English and Hindi, can
limit engagement and sideline a large population share.
Localisation is not relatively new, and some brands have recognised its potential
and invested in it. To name a few:
Kindle: provides E-books available in 5 different languages (Hindi, Tamil, Marathi, Gujarati, and
Malayalam)
Coca-Cola: marketing campaigns, advertising, and labelling in regional languages
Google: Google assistant comes in different regional languages (Hindi, Tamil, Marathi, to name a
few)
Flipkart (India's biggest E-commerce company): invested in local Indian languages, namely,
Hindi, Telugu, Tamil, and Kannada, as languages to access the platform
Amazon: introduction of a user interface in Hindi

Conclusion
Based on statistics, one can safely point out that India has enormous potential with
numerous unexplored and untapped markets. Businesses need to map out
strategies to grab opportunities presented by the East and address diverse regions.
Author: Kashish Kumar, Marketing and Communication Assistant at Mediawen, a
French SaaS / PaaS company providing one-stop-shop for video, audio, and text
localisation in partnership with Braahmam, an India-based translation agency.
Need to localise your audio-video content? Click here

www.mediawen.com

bonjour@mediawen.com
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